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Abstract: Heating from wildfires adds buoyancy to the overlying air, often producing plumes that vertically distribute fire emissions throughout the atmospheric column over the fire. The height of the rising wildfire plume is a complex function of the size of the wildfire, fire heat flux, plume geometry, and atmospheric conditions, which can make simulating plume rises difficult with coarser-scale atmospheric models. To determine the altitude of fire emission injection, several plume rise parameterizations have been developed in an effort estimate the height of the wildfire plume rise. Previous work has indicated the performance of these plume rise parameterizations has generally been mixed when validated against satellite observations. However, it is often difficult to evaluate the performance of plume rise parameterizations due to the significant uncertainties associated with fire input parameters such as fire heat fluxes and area. In order to reduce the uncertainties of fire input parameters, we applied an atmospheric modeling framework with different plume rise parameterizations to a well constrained prescribed burn, as part of the RxCADRE field experiment. Initial results found that the model was unable to reasonably replicate downwind smoke for cases when fire emissions were emitted at the surface and released at the top of the plume. However, when fire emissions were distributed below the plume top following a Gaussian distribution, model results were significantly improved.
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1. Introduction

Research has shown that fires are responsible for emitting a significant amount of aerosols (PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$) and trace gases (CO, CO$_2$, and CH$_4$) into Earth’s atmosphere [1]. CO$_2$ and CH$_4$ are greenhouse gases responsible for climate change [2] while CO, PM$_{2.5}$, and PM$_{10}$ are criteria pollutants regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Aerosols can have significant impacts on radiative forcing and are considered one of the largest sources of uncertainty in climate model projections [3–5].

Aerosols from wildfires can have significant impacts on air quality and human health. Depending on the size of the fire, large amounts of trace gases and aerosols can be advected over large distances (>1000-km) downwind of the fire [6]. As a result, smoke from wildfires can often have local and regional impacts on air quality and visibility. Across the western USA, wildfires have already been increasing in size and frequency since the mid-1980s, with these trends being linked to warmer temperatures, which have resulted in earlier snowmelt [7]. Impacts from wildfire smoke are projected to worsen through the end the 21st century as the number of large fires increases as a result of climate change [8–10].
The height of the wildfire plume rise can have significant impacts on the downwind transport of smoke. Heating from wildfires adds buoyancy to the overlying air, often producing plumes that vertically distribute fire emissions throughout the atmospheric column over the fire. The height that emissions reach, which is commonly referred to as the wildfire plume height, is often a complex function of the size of the wildfire, fire heat flux, and the atmosphere’s environmental conditions [11]. As a result, plume heights can vary significantly, ranging from a few hundred meters to altitudes that extend into the lower stratosphere for the most extreme pyro-convection [12,13]. Generally, the majority of wildfire plume rises remain confined within the planetary boundary layer (PBL); however, it is estimated that approximately 5–18% of all wildfire plumes reach the free troposphere [14,15].

For example, smoke that is primarily injected within the PBL generally becomes well mixed throughout the depth of the PBL and remains close to the emission source as a result of weaker near-surface winds. In addition, chemically active smoke pollutants such as particulate matter have a much shorter lifetime within the PBL due to wet and dry deposition [13]. However, smoke that is lofted into the free troposphere will advect farther downwind from the fire and can result in regional and global impacts [16].

Various plume rise techniques have been developed over the years in an effort to determine the injection height of wildfire emissions within atmospheric and chemical transport models [13]. These plume rise techniques range from simple empirical-based schemes such as Briggs, Sofiev, and DAYSMOKE [17–19] to more sophisticated prognostic 1-D parcel models that include cloud microphysics and entrainment [20]. Even more advanced modeling frameworks exist such as the Weather Research and Forecast model–fire-spread module (WRF–SFIRE) [21], which has the ability to explicitly resolve fire spread and fire plume dynamics by coupling the Weather Research and Forecast model (WRF) [22] with a fire-spread module (SFIRE). Coupled models such as WRF–SFIRE are primarily intended to be used in a forecast mode. WRF-SFIRE computes the spread of the fire, and uses this information to estimate the heat and emission fluxes [23]. The rate of spread and the emission estimates within WRF-SFIRE are associated with hard to quantify uncertainties. Thus, it is often difficult to apply models such as WRF-SFIRE to hindcast applications such as constraining emissions or estimating contributions of particular fires to the concentrations at a point of interest.

Research has been carried out in an effort to validate existing plume rise formulations against observations [11,16,19,24]. Modeled plume rise heights using the Freitas model were compared to a subset of satellite-based Multangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) observations [11]. Results from this study concluded that the Freitas model [20] was unable to reliably predict the height of a plume (R~0.3), with plume height errors being attributed to uncertainties in the fire input parameters (fire heat flux, fire area) and the entrainment parameterization [11]. Validation studies have also been carried out for the empirical-based methodologies, which found that the Sofiev model had a significant negative bias while the Briggs model only had a correlation of R < 0.2 when compared to a subset of MISR estimated plume rises [19,25].

These recent studies have underscored the fact that research is still needed to reduce the uncertainties associated with existing plume rise models. For example, it is unclear whether uncertainties in modeled plume rise heights are directly associated with plume rise parameterizations or fire input parameters, or both. In an effort to constrain potential sources of model errors, various studies have recommended the testing of plume rise models for case studies where there is an abundance of field measurements that can adequately resolve the spatiotemporal frequency of wildfire characteristics [11,25,26]. Furthermore, there has been even less research that focuses on modeling the vertical distribution of smoke emissions as a result of the wildfire plume rise and the subsequent downwind transport of smoke at local and regional scales.

Following the recommendations of previous work, we applied classic plume rise modeling approaches to a well-constrained prescribed burn during the Prescribed Fire Combustion and Atmospheric Dynamics Research Experiment (RxCADRE). An atmospheric transport model was used simulate smoke transport with modeled smoke concentrations being validated against aircraft
measurements (Section 2). For this case study, we determined the optimal model configuration needed to compute the wildfire plume rise and downwind transport of smoke at local scales for the RxCADRE experiment. From this, we hope that the optimal model configuration identified here can improve plume rise modeling for general wildfire smoke modeling applications in the future.

2. Methodology

A series of prescribed burns were carried out at Eglin Air Force Base, FL during the fall of 2012 in an effort to better understand fire behavior and fire-atmosphere interactions [27–30] (Figure 1). The largest operational prescribed burn (L2F) occurred on 11 November 2012 between 1804 and 2059 UTC, which consisted of a sub-forest-canopy fire over a 151 ha plot (Figure 2a). The L2F operational burn was ignited along 3 simultaneously generated firing lines, which transected the L2F plot from the northeast to southwest (Figure 3). A number of measurements such as fuel characteristics, fuel loadings and consumption, airborne fire radiative power (FRP), and smoke dispersion were collected to better understand fire emissions and the downwind dispersion of smoke (Figure 2b).

Prevailing winds during the L2F prescribed burn were out of the southeast (~130°) as a result of a surface high located to the northeast of North Carolina and a trough approaching from the northwest (Figure 4). Prior to the burn at 1525 UTC, a morning stable layer at 600-mASL was present (Figure 5a) with a moist layer extending from the surface to 2-km as a result of southeasterly winds drawing moisture from the Gulf of Mexico. By the end of the L2F experiment, convective mixing from daytime heating eroded the cap aloft, resulting in an atmospheric profile that was well-mixed through ~1600-m (Figure 5b). Winds throughout the PBL were consistently out of the southeast at 130–140°.

Figure 1. The Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) domain used for the RxCADRE L2F experiment. The horizontal grid spacing for each domain is as follows: 12-km (D01), 4-km (D02), and 1333-km (D03). The innermost domain (yellow) represents D04, which has a grid spacing of 0.444-km. Light green star denotes the location of Eglin Air Force Base. Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe.
Figure 2. (a) 3-D image of the RxCADRE L2F prescribed on 11 November 2012. The L2F burn plot is outlined in red, and colored circles indicate aircraft measured CO (ppb) from 17:42–20:50 UTC. (b) Overhead (2-D) view of the same aircraft measurements in (a), but for 1742 through 2050 UTC. In addition, background concentrations (<120 ppb) have a transparency of 50% in order to highlight smoke enhanced smoke concentrations.

Figure 3. Meteorological measurement and ignition line locations during the L2F operational burn. The California State University–Mobile Atmospheric Profiling System (CSU–MAPS) is abbreviated for the California State University-Mobile Atmospheric Profiling System. Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe.
Figure 4. Synoptic-scale conditions during the L2F prescribed burn on 11 November 2012 at 1800 UTC. Wind vectors denote 10-m winds, white solid lines are 1000-hPa geopotential heights, and the black solid lines are 500-hPa geopotential heights.

Figure 5. Skew-T diagram from radiosonde launches at Eglin Air Force base (a) prior to the L2F burn at 1525 UTC and (b) after the burn at 2149 UTC. The black line is air temperature (°C) while the blue line represents the dew point temperature (°C).
2.1. Measurements

2.1.1. Aircraft-Based Smoke Concentration Measurements

Downwind smoke measurements were obtained from a twin-engine Cessna 337 outfitted with a Picarro Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) gas analyzer. Smoke and ambient air was sampled through a stainless steel inlet with a diameter of 1.27-cm that was located on the pilot window. The CRDS instrument measured concentrations of CO\(_2\), CO, CH\(_4\), and water vapor every 2-s. A number of horizontal transects and vertical profiles of smoke were sampled between the fire ignition time at 1804 UTC through the end of the burn at 2059 UTC (Figure 2b) with measurements being acquired as far as 25-km downwind from the fire.

2.1.2. Fire Emission Estimates

Fire emissions (E) during the L2F operational burn were estimated by taking the product of the area burned (A), the amount of fuel consumed during the burn (FLC), and the emission factor of the species of interest (EF):

\[
E(k, t, i) = A(k, t) \times \text{FLC}(k, t) \times \text{EF}(k, t, i)
\]

where, k is the location, t is time, and i is the species. Fuel loads in the L2F plot were measured before and after the operational burn in order to estimate FLC [28]. Uncertainties with fuel loads were estimated to be 18%. Fire emission factors for different chemical species were estimated using aircraft smoke measurements during the L2F prescribed burn [29,30]. Airborne FRP measurements were used to spatiotemporally distribute fuel consumption over time and location within 15-m \(\times\) 15-m grid cells every 200–300-s. For consistency, emissions were linearly interpolated to a temporal resolution of 60-s. As a result, there was approximately 25,000 grid cells emitting smoke throughout the duration of the L2F prescribed burn. Total uncertainties for CO fire emissions during the L2F operational burn were approximated as ~28%. Lastly, fire heat fluxes for the L2F burn were estimated by multiplying the heat content of fuel (18.6 MJ·kg\(^{-1}\)) with FLC [31].

2.1.3. Meteorological Measurements

The L2F operational burn was instrumented with a 10-m micrometeorological tower located in the middle of the burn plot (Figure 3), which was outfitted with sonic anemometers mounted at 8.7 and 3.8-m and thermocouples at 9.1-m. A second, 6-m tower was deployed just outside of the L2F burn plot with sonic anemometers mounted at 5.8 and 2.0-m. A Campbell Scientific datalogger was used to record data collected by the towers [27]. The California State University–Mobile Atmospheric Profiling System (CSU–MAPS) was also deployed outside of the L2F burn plot, which consisted of a scanning Doppler lidar, microwave temperature and humidity profile, and surface weather station [27]. Two upper-air soundings were recorded by releasing radiosondes before and after the L2F burn at 1525 and 2149 UTC, respectively (30.58 N, -86.68 W).

2.2. Atmospheric Transport

To simulate the downwind transport of smoke during the RxCADRE field campaign, the Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport model (STILT) [32] was used. Previously, STILT has been applied towards regional-scale wildfire modeling applications [33] and other trace gas studies [34], in addition to evaluating the performance of emission inventories using inverse modeling methods. Here, we used the STILT modeling framework to evaluate the performance of a frequently used plume rise model, for well-constrained cases where fire inputs are prescribed. Wind fields generated from the Advanced Research version of the Weather Research and Forecast model (WRF–ARW v3.4.1) [22] were used to drive STILT backward trajectories, while WRF-estimated environmental conditions for the L2F prescribed burn were used as boundary conditions for the plume rise model. A diagram of the smoke
modeling framework described here can be seen in Figure 6, with each modeling component described in further detail in Sections 2.2.1–2.2.3.

2.2.1. STILT Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Model

STILT is a time-reversed Lagrangian particle dispersion model that simulates atmospheric transport with an ensemble of backward trajectories released at a receptor location (receptor-oriented framework). STILT trajectories disperse over time as a result of turbulent motions that often characterize the PBL. In the case of STILT, subgrid-scale turbulence is parameterized as a Markov Chain [32]. Each STILT trajectory represents a parcel of air that has physical properties similar to that of the surrounding air, and is unaffected by gravitational settling or buoyancy.

Using the receptor-oriented framework, STILT can link changes in upwind emissions to concentration changes at the receptor via the footprint $f(x_r, t_r | x_i, y_j, t_m)$, where $x_r$ and $t_r$ denotes the receptor location and time, linked to some upwind source at location $x_i, y_j$ at prior time $t_m$ [32]:

$$f(x_r, t_r | x_i, y_j, t_m) = \frac{m_{air}}{\bar{\varrho}(x_r, y_j, t_m)} \frac{1}{N_{tot}} \sum_{p=1}^{N_{tot}} n_{p,i,j,k}$$

where $m_{air}$ is defined as the molar mass of air (28.97 g mol$^{-1}$), and $\bar{\varrho}$ is average density of STILT trajectories below height $h$. $N_{tot}$ is the total number of backward trajectories within the STILT ensemble, while $t_{p,i,j,k}$ is the amount of time that STILT trajectories spend below $h$ at location $x_i, y_j, t_m$. In the case where no trajectories spend time below $h$ at location $x_i, y_j, t_m$, the STILT footprint is assumed to be 0.

STILT simulations were performed for each aircraft measurement (every 2-s) starting on 11 November 2012 at 1743 and ending 3-h later at 2050 UTC (total of ~5500 simulations). Thus, each aircraft measurement at $x_r$ and $t_r$ was set as our STILT receptor. Each simulation consisted of

Figure 6. Schematic of the WRF–STILT (Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport) modeling framework used to model downwind smoke transport.
1000 backward trajectories with an output frequency of 1 min. Trajectories were terminated once they traveled 3 h backwards in time, generally after they have exited the RxCADRE domain. Here, we opted with backward trajectory simulations instead of the traditional approach of using forward trajectories as the number of active emission grid cells (~25,000) outnumbered the number of STILT receptors (~5500). As a result, the backward trajectory modeling approach was computationally cheaper by a factor of 5 relative to that of the forward trajectory modeling approach.

Because STILT was originally designed for regional-scale applications, several additional modifications were needed to make the STILT framework suitable for “hyper-local” modeling applications. First, STILT trajectories are only output at time steps ≥ 1 min. Since RxCADRE fire emissions are resolved at 15-m resolution, STILT backward trajectories were linearly interpolated in 3-dimensional space, every 1-s in an effort to prevent STILT trajectories from “jumping” over fire emission lines. Secondly, the original STILT footprint definition assumes that h in equation 2 is equal to 0.5 of the PBL height (zi), and is insensitive to values that range from 0.1 to 1.0 as a result of STILT trajectories being well-dispersed through the depth of the PBL for regional-scale modeling applications [32]. For hyper-local modeling applications with time length-scales <~20 min, this assumption is insufficient as STILT trajectories have not had enough time to disperse through the PBL. Following previous work [35], h was scaled as a time evolving Gaussian plume [36]. For cases where the width of the Gaussian plume (σw) is < 0.5zi, h was set equal to σw. When σw > 0.5zi, it is assumed that the STILT trajectories are sufficiently dispersed through the PBL so h was set to the default model definition of h = 0.5zi.

2.2.2. WRF

Wind fields generated from WRF were used to drive STILT backward trajectories (Figure 6). Custom time-averaged, mass-coupled velocity fields were used in an effort to improve mass conservation within the WRF–STILT modeling framework [37]. The WRF run for the L2F burn was initialized on 11 November 2012 at 0000 UTC using boundary conditions from the North American Mesoscale model (NAM). Initial boundary conditions were also derived from the NAM. The WRF simulation consisted of 4 nested domains with two-way nesting at 12-, 4-, 1.333-, and 0.444-km horizontal grid spacing (Figure 1), each with 42 vertical levels. Each of these domains was centered on Eglin Air Force Base, with the innermost domain covering all airborne smoke measurements, in addition to the prescribed burn plot located at 30.532 N and −86.721 W. For WRF physical parameterizations, we used the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTMG) for longwave and shortwave radiation [38], the NOAH land-surface model [39], the Grell–Devenyi ensemble scheme for a cumulus parameterization [40,41] for microphysics, and the Yonsei-University PBL scheme [42,43].

2.2.3. Plume Rise

The WRF simulation described above, provided only the mean winds not affected by the fire itself, and were not intended to resolve the plume dynamics. In an effort to model the fire plume rise associated with the L2F operational burn, we used a 1-D, cloud-resolving plume rise model by Freitas et al. [20], hereinafter referred to as the Freitas plume rise model. This model explicitly solves the equations for vertical momentum, first law of thermodynamics, and the continuity equation for water phases. The fire buoyancy is computed using the fire heat flux and fire area, with the heat flux being multiplied by a factor of 0.55 to convert it into a convective energy [44]. An underlying assumption with this plume rise model is that the plume geometry is treated as a homogeneous circle. This model also parameterizes entrainment, in addition to the drag generated as a result of environmental wind shear [45]. The Freitas plume rise model has been widely used by 3-D atmospheric and chemical transport models [46,47]. Atmospheric and chemical transport models often provide the plume rise model with ambient conditions of the atmosphere [25]. In turn, the plume rise model then provides a terminal injection height back to the 3-D host model, which can be used to determine the vertical level where emissions should be injected.
For this study, the ambient atmospheric conditions were derived from the WRF meteorological fields described in Section 2.2.2. Fire area and heat fluxes, which were used to drive the plume rise model, were obtained by multiplying the FLC with the heat content of fuel. For more details behind how this was calculated, please refer to Section 2.1.2. Finally, the terminal height of the plume was then provided to STILT to determine the injection level of the fire emissions. Plume rise heights were available every minute between 1810 and 2110 UTC.

3. Results

Aircraft transects during the L2F prescribed burn indicated a smoke plume oriented to the northwest as a result of prevailing winds out of the southeast (Figure 2). During each of the plume transects, CO enhancements, smoothed using a 20-s running mean, ranged from near zero to values exceeding >2000 ppb within the “corkscrew” flight profile at 1830–1835 UTC, where the aircraft ascended from an altitude of 120 to 1300-mASL at the center of the smoke plume within 3-km of the L2F burn plot (Figure 7). Measurements obtained from outside of the smoke plume were used as background and subtracted from the CO measurements taken from inside the plume to calculate CO enhancements from smoke.

CO measurements during the cork screw profile indicated a vertically homogenous smoke layer that that extended from 120 to 1000-mASL, with the top of the smoke layer being measured at approximately 1100-m. Using classical dispersion theory [36] it is estimated that the plume top grew vertically by 150-m between the plume injection height over the fire to the aircraft measurement location 3.5-km downwind of fire. This suggests that the L2F prescribed burn had an estimated plume rise height of 950-m during the beginning of the prescribed burn.

In addition, three parking garage vertical profiles of the smoke plume were also initiated at 1815, 1933, 2005 UTC where the aircraft took 10-km long transects perpendicular to the long axis of the smoke plume (Figure 7). During each parking garage profile, smoke measurements were obtained at multiple levels ranging from 150 to 1200-mASL with CO smoke enhancements ranging from 0 to 900 ppb. For comparison against the observations from the L2F prescribed burn, we tested 4 different STILT model configurations, which varied the way that fire emissions were distributed vertically (Figure 8).

![Observed smoke enhancements during RxCADRE from airborne platform (L2F)](image)

**Figure 7.** Aircraft measurements of CO enhancements above background during the L2F prescribed burn. Background concentrations were assumed to be ~110 ppb based on clean-air transects and were subtracted out. CO enhancements were smoothed using a 20-s centered moving average. The bottom panel indicates the aircraft distance from the middle of the L2F burn plot.
Figure 8. Modeled vs. observed CO enhancements during the L2F prescribed burn. Similar to Figure 9, the background CO concentrations (~110 ppb) were subtracted from the observed concentrations. Both modeled and observed CO enhancements were smoothed using a 20-s centered running average. (a) No plume rise, (b) PBL dilution, (c) plume-top, and (d) Gaussian plume rise configurations.
3.1. No Plume Rise Configuration

The first model configuration assumed that emissions were surface-based, thus no plume rise model was deployed. On average, the model did a reasonable job capturing the timing of CO enhancements along the majority of the smoke plume transects (Figure 8a). The model’s ability to capture the timing of the smoke enhancements suggests that the smoke plume was correctly oriented horizontally, likely the result of the mean wind flow being accurately resolved by WRF throughout the duration of the L2F experiment. WRF wind comparisons to surface observations further confirm that wind direction errors were limited with a wind direction bias of $-5^\circ$ and a RMSE of $9^\circ$. Wind speed errors were also small, with a bias of 1.7 ms$^{-1}$ and a RMSE of 1.8 ms$^{-1}$ (not shown). While STILT did a sufficient job capturing the timing and location of smoke enhancements, it failed to accurately resolve the vertical distribution of smoke enhancements, which resulted in significant model errors throughout the duration of the L2F experiment ($r = 0.47$, bias = $-57.9$ ppb). The most significant errors were observed during the 3 parking garage transects. During these transects and profiles, STILT consistently underestimated CO enhancements aloft, while occasionally overestimating near-surface enhancements. Larger underestimations were also observed during the corkscrew transect, especially at higher-altitude measurement locations. Here, we suspect that the failure to include a plume rise model resulted in STILT’s inability to accurately resolve the vertical distribution of smoke concentrations downwind of the L2F burn.

3.2. PBL Dilution Configuration

The second model configuration tested for the L2F experiment involved diluting fire emissions throughout the depth of the PBL, henceforth the PBL dilution configuration. While the correlation coefficient for this model setup was significantly improved ($r = 0.78$), resolving the vertical distribution of downwind smoke was still problematic (Figure 8b). Modeled smoke enhancements during the corkscrew transect were significantly underestimated at all altitudes (bias = $-50.3$ ppb). Furthermore, vertical distributions of smoke were also off during the 3 parking garage transects, although there seemed to be some improvement relative to the model configuration that assumed emissions were emitted strictly at the surface (Section 3.1). However, there were a number of large number of sampling periods during the L2F burn during which smoke was generally underestimated by the model: 1812–1845, 1955–2050. This general underestimation can likely be attributed to the fact that smoke was being diluted through a depth 1.25-km (Figure 9), when in reality, smoke was probably being vertically distributed throughout a much shallower layer, locally, as a result of the wildfire plume rise. It is worth mentioning that modeled underestimations were most pronounced for measurement periods that were close to the prescribed burn relative to locations that were further away (Figures 7 and 8b). By the time the smoke reached aircraft measurement locations further downwind >10-km, smoke emitted by the L2F burn were likely well-distributed throughout the PBL.

3.3. Plume-Top Configuration

Next, a model configuration that included the Freitas plume rise model was tested where all fire emissions were injected at the top of the plume, i.e., the plume-top configuration. During the L2F prescribed burn, plume rise heights were highest at the start of the burn, with an altitude of approximately 1000-m, with plume tops decreasing to a height of 600–700-mASL at the conclusion of the experiment (Figure 9). It is worth noting that while the average heat flux was highest near the start of the burn by a factor of 8, the decrease in plume heights were modest with a decline of only $\sim20\%$. The limited change in the plume rise height can be explained by the area of active burning, which continued to increase throughout the L2F burn as the smoldering combustion and isolated pockets of flaming combustion persisted behind the flaming fire fronts. While the Freitas plume rise model is dependent on the fire heat flux, it also depends on the fire area, which is responsible for
determining the plume rise radius. The entrainment coefficient ($\varepsilon_c$) used within the Freitas model is defined as:

$$\varepsilon_c = 2\alpha R^{-1}$$

where R is the radius of the plume and $\alpha = 0.1$ [20]. Thus, plume rises with a larger radius are less impacted by entrainment and can rise to a higher altitude [24].

$$\varepsilon_c = 2\alpha R^{-1}$$

Model estimated plume rises were in agreement with aircraft-derived plume rises at the beginning of the experiment, which suggested a maximum height around 950-m. For this model configuration, the surface-based footprint was redefined so that it could properly account for elevated emission sources, such as those associated with fires. Instead of assuming the default STILT footprint definition, which is bounded by the surface and $\frac{1}{2}$ PBL height, we calculated footprints every 200-m; starting from the surface to an altitude of 2000-m.

Simulations for the plume-top configuration were poor, with the model grossly underestimating CO enhancements at a number of transects (Figure 8c). CO enhancements at the start of the experiment were close to zero (1804–1843 UTC), suggesting that the modeled smoke plume was likely overshooting the aircraft measurement locations (1810–1835 UTC). After 1835 UTC, the model generally had issues resolving the vertical distribution of smoke, with CO enhancements being overestimated for higher altitude locations and underestimated for low altitude locations, especially during the 2nd and 3rd parking garage vertical profiles at 1933 and 2005 UTC. As a result, the correlation for this model configuration was particularly low ($r = 0.08$, bias = $-76.6$ ppb). The simulations here suggest that emitting smoke strictly at the plume top could be a poor assumption and potentially worse than assuming surface-based fire emissions.

3.4. Plume Rise + Gaussian Plume Configuration

For the last model configuration, fire emissions were distributed following a Gaussian distribution below the plume rise height, as suggested in a measurement-based plume study [48]. Overall, modeled results for this configuration were significantly improved, with the model accurately

**Figure 9.** Time series of model-estimated plume rise heights (solid-black line), model-estimated planetary boundary layer (PBL) heights (solid-green line), and fire heat fluxes (red-dashed line) during the L2F prescribed burn.

**RxCADRE (L2F) plume rise height estimated using the Freitas model**
resolving the location of smoke enhancements, in addition to the vertical distribution (Figure 8d). The vertical distribution of modeled CO enhancements during the 3 parking garage profiles were in good agreement with observations, with the model being able to replicate CO enhancements at most of the vertical transects. This was a significant improvement relative to the other simulations as seen in Figures 10 and 11 (parking garage profile #3), which either overestimated or underestimated enhancements aloft. However, similar to the other model configurations, the set up here also struggled with resolving CO enhancements during the corkscrew profile, with total enhancements underestimated by 50% when integrated throughout the column. It is suspected that the modeled plume centerline was not perfectly aligned with the observed plume during the corkscrew profile, resulting in underestimations in CO enhancements. Regardless, this configuration had CO enhancements elevated through 1000-mASL (Figures 12 and 13), which was a large improvement over the no plume rise (650-mASL) and plume-top configurations.

**Figure 10.** Observed CO enhancements during the parking garage #3 transect at 2035 UTC. Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe.

**Figure 11.** CO enhancements during the parking garage #3 transect at 2035 UTC for (a) no plume rise, (b) PBL dilution, (c) plume-top, and (d) Gaussian plume model configurations. The red polygon in the lower right corner of each panel indicates the L2F burn plot. Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe.
It can be concluded that the plume rise + Gaussian configuration performed the best \((r = 0.82)\) in regards to resolving the vertical distribution of smoke during the L2F prescribed burn while the surface-based and plume-top approaches were significantly worse. In addition, the bias for CO for this
configuration were the lowest (bias = −29.7 ppb). Furthermore, the results here suggest that resolving the vertical distribution of smoke emission is critical for local-scale smoke modeling applications.

4. Conclusions

Significant uncertainties exist within atmospheric and chemical transport models in regards to how fire emissions should be vertically distributed as a result of the wildfire plume rise. Fire area and heat flux are challenging parameters to measure, resulting in large errors that often propagate into plume rise parameterizations [11]. As a result, it is generally difficult to evaluate existing plume rise and smoke transport models, as there are a number of potential sources of errors. In an effort to reduce uncertainties associated with fire-input parameters such as fire area, heat flux, and emissions, a smoke modeling framework was applied to a well-constrained prescribed burn (RxCADRE). Here, a number of observations and measurements were taken in an effort to constrain fire emissions, fire area, and heat fluxes. In addition, downwind smoke concentrations were measured by an airborne platform, which took over 40 transects within 20-km of the L2F burn plot in an effort to resolve the spatiotemporal evolution of the smoke plume at local scales.

Four different model configurations were tested for this study, which included a set-up with (1) no fire plume rise, (2) emissions diluted throughout the depth of the PBL, (3) emissions injected at the plume-top, and (4) emissions distributed following a Gaussian profile below the top of the plume rise. Initial model results found that all the configurations, on average, were able to predict the orientation of the smoke plume, likely the result of the host meteorological model (WRF) accurately resolving the wind speed and direction throughout the duration of the L2F prescribed burn. However, results found that both the no plume rise and plume-top configurations were unable to predict the vertical distribution of smoke. The no plume rise configuration significantly underestimated higher-altitude smoke enhancements, while the plume-top scenario underestimated near-surface smoke enhancements. These results are consistent with another study, which also found that emitting smoke emissions within the surface layer did not compare well with observations [49]. The model configuration that diluted emissions throughout the depth of the PBL had no obvious biases with the vertical distribution of smoke outside of the fact that it generally underestimated smoke concentrations throughout the duration of the L2F experiment. It is worth noting that these underestimations were less pronounced when the aircraft was further away from prescribed burn, which is the likely result of smoke becoming convectively mixed throughout the PBL.

Results shown here suggest that injecting all fire emissions at the plume-top could be a worse assumption than prescribing surface-based emissions. The plume rise + Gaussian configuration performed the best, with no significant errors in regards to the vertical distribution of smoke. These results demonstrate that the incorporation of the fire plume rise is critical for resolving the vertical distribution of downwind smoke, particularly at local scales. Furthermore, comparisons between the plume-top and plume rise + Gaussian configurations reveal that the method used to vertically distribute fire emissions within the plume rise is also important.

From the results presented here, it is clear that at local scales, plume rises play a critical role in determining how smoke distributes downwind of the fire. It is recommended that plume rises be incorporated within models, with emissions being injected following a Gaussian-like profile. While the results here can provide guidance for atmosphere and chemical transport modelers, more work is needed to evaluate plume rises for well-observed case studies. In addition, more research is needed to determine the impact of wildfire plume rises on the long-range transport of smoke.

The RxCADRE L2F burn represents a small, well-contained prescribed burn, which may not necessarily be representative of a large, uncontrolled wildfire. The L2F burn was modest in size, involved light fuel loadings, and was ignited using multiple hand laid ignition lines. Prescribed fires that are larger in size, involve larger fuel loading, or employ aerial mass ignition may exhibit significantly different plume behavior. Finally, it should also be noted that prescribed burns under different meteorological conditions may significantly change the behavior of smoke plumes, thus it
is possible the that plume rise + Gaussian configuration recommended here may not always be the best set-up for different meteorological conditions. Thus, more studies and field experiments are likely needed that focus on wildfires instead of prescribe burns. An ideal case study would consist of fire input parameters that are well constrained via observations, along with downwind measurements of smoke profiles for large wildfires.
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